The fifteenth anniversary of the Medieval Studies Department at CEU is a good opportunity to describe the present status of recent medieval studies in Poland. Looking back over the whole twentieth century, there were three important turning points: 1918, when Polish independence was restored; 1939-1945, the period of Nazi-German and Soviet aggression when social life in Poland, including education and science, was demolished, and 1956, when Polish social sciences postponed the vulgar Marxism-Leninism in Stalin’s interpretation and returned to pre-war research streams. The years after 1956 can be interpreted as a time of gradual liberalization of historical research. From the 1960s, Polish historiography (maybe excluding the historiography of the twentieth century) did not differ from Western European historiographies. Even though the year 1989 saw great political changes, initiated by the Round Table in Poland, it was not a turning point for medieval studies. The only difference was the question of finances, which remains an issue. The economic barrier separating Poland from luckier Western democracies still results in the absence of Western books in Polish libraries, which is still a reality even if things have improved somewhat in the last two decades, especially after becoming a member of the EU. We now have many more grant opportunities, although researchers are still learning how to apply for grants, and I hope that the new generation will be able to take advantage of the situation.

The year 1989 saw the start of discussions about the state of historical research and about the organizational aspects of Polish scholarship. The present organization of medieval studies was created after the Second World War and revised after 1956, but closely resembles the pre-war system. The basis are the universities and the Polish Academy of Sciences (Polska Akademia Nauk, henceforth: PAN), created in 1952, with local Polska Akademia Umiejętności (Polish Academy of Arts) units active since 1871 (with a break from 1952 to 1989). A number of universities and research institutions undertake the study of the Middle Ages; the most important centers are the University of Warsaw, where social history is addressed using comparative methods including cultural anthropology, sociology, and literary

---

1 The relevant websites appear in the footnotes.
criticism.\(^2\) The two universities in Cracow: the Jagiellonian\(^3\) and the Pedagogical,\(^4\) most famous for research on the Late Middle Ages and source criticism are among the most important centers of medieval studies in Poland. Poznań is perhaps more traditional in its approach to medieval history, but it boasts an active center of historical methodology for the history of European civilisation, church history, and source criticism.\(^5\) Wrocław has a natural interest in the history of Silesia;\(^6\) Toruń concentrates on the history of the Teutonic Order and the territories of Prussia;\(^7\) of the two universities in Lublin, the Catholic University deals mainly with the history of the Roman Catholic Church in Poland\(^8\) and the Maria Curie-Skłodowska University focuses on the social and cultural history of the Middle Ages.\(^9\) Gdańsk concentrates on the history of Pomerania, especially the eastern

\(^2\) The home pages of the Institutes of Warsaw University are: the Institute of History, www.ihuw.pl (also in English); the Institute of Archaeology, www.archeo.uw.edu.pl; the Institute of Art History, www.ih.s.


\(^7\) The internet sites of the Institute for History and Archivistics of Nicolaus Copernicus University are www.historia.umk.pl and www.historicus.umk.pl. There is no active Internet site of the Institute of Archaeology (February 2009). Nicolaus Copernicus University organized the first Congress of Polish Medievalists in 2002.

\(^8\) The internet site of the Catholic University of Lublin is www.kul.pl.

\(^9\) The internet site of the Institute of History of Maria Curie-Skłodowska University in Lublin is www.umcs.lublin.pl. This university organized the second Congress of Polish Medievalists in 2005.
part; Łódź is a strong center of research on Early Medieval settlement as well as the history of war, armor, and Byzantine studies. Białystok, formerly affiliated with Warsaw University, concentrates mainly on the regional history of Podlasie; Katowice covers the history of Upper Silesia, social history, and Poland’s relationship with Great Moravia, Hungary, and Bohemia. Minor centers of Polish medieval studies have been established at new state and private universities and high schools: Częstochowa, Rzeszów, Kielce, Piotrków Trybunalski, Pułtusk, Szczecin, Zielona Góra, Bydgoszcz, Siedlce, Słupsk, and Opole.

Apart from universities, academic institutions – the institutes of PAN – also deal with medieval studies. The PAN Institute of History [henceforth: IH PAN] employs several famous historians. It is a paradox that this institution, created as a result of the Sovietization of Polish research, became the home of anti-Communist dissidents. The dissidents were not allowed to work at universities and teach students, so as not to “infect” them, but they could work in the PAN and normally publish in journals. One of the departments of the IH PAN is the Department for Philology deals mainly with medieval Polish translations of liturgical texts; the internet site is katedra.historii-jezyka.strona.pl.

10 The internet site of the Department of History of Gdańsk University is www.historia.ug.gda.pl.
11 The Institute of History of the University in Łódź organized the third Congress of Polish Medievalists in 2008. Unfortunately, there is no good internet site; maybe the best ones, but not very useful, are www.historiasztuki.uni.lodz.pl and www.nph.uni.lodz.pl. The katedra [section] for the History of the Polish Language of the Department for Philology deals mainly with medieval Polish translations of liturgical texts; the internet site is katedra-historii-jezyka.strona.pl.
12 The internet site of the Institute of History of the University of Białystok (very good) is: www.historia.uwb.edu.pl; of the Institute for Polish Philology, ifp.uwb.edu.pl.
13 The internet site of the Institute of History of the Silesian University is www.historia.us.edu.pl.
14 The internet site of the Institute of the History of the Długosz Academy (Akademia Jana Długosza w Częstochowie) is www.ih.ajd.czest.pl.
15 The internet site of the University of Rzeszów is www.univ.rzeszow.pl.
16 The internet site of the Institute of History of the University of John Kochanowski in Kielce is www.ukw.kielce.pl.
17 The branch (Filial) of the University of John Kochanowski in Kielce has no Internet site.
18 The Aleksander Gieysztor Academy of Humanities is perhaps the best private high school for the humanities in Poland. The internet site is www.wsh.edu.pl.
19 The internet site of the Institute of History and International Relationships of the University of Szczecin is www.hist.us.szn.pl.
20 The internet site of the Institute of History of the University of Zielona Góra is www.ih.uz.zgora.pl.
21 The internet site of the Institute of History and International Relationships of Casimir the Great University in Bydgoszcz is www.ukw.edu.pl.
22 The internet site of the Institute of History of the Podlasian Academy in Siedlce is www.ih.ap.siedlce.pl.
24 The internet site of the Institute for History of the University of Opole: historia.uni.opole.pl.
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of the Historical-Geographical Lexicon of Poland in the Middle Ages, with two branches, in Poznań and in Cracow.25

Apart from the IH PAN, several other institutes are devoted to medieval research. The PAN Institute of Art (Instytut Sztuki) has been active in editing the Catalog of Artistic Monuments in Poland for the past half century.26 The PAN Institute of Literary Research (Instytut Badań Literackich, henceforth: IBL) deals with medieval literacy and literature.27 An excellent internet site about Polish medieval research was created by Prof. Andrzej Dąbrówka.28

The PAN Institut of Slavonic Studies (Instytut Slawistyki) also has a Historical Department where dictionaries about the early history of the Slavs and bilingual editions of early Slavonic sources are prepared.29 The PAN Institute of Archaeology and Ethnology (Instytut Archeologii i Etnologii), based in Warsaw, has daughter centers in Poland’s main cities (among other, Poznań and Wrocław). Medieval archaeology is an important stream of its activity.30

Regional museums deal with the regional past,31 and regional research societies focus on archaeological excavations and archival research.32 A new factor is that after 1989, due to the re-establishment of local autonomy and self-government, the local authorities are interested in discovering and popularizing the local past, mostly for tourism. They finance local festivities, chivalry tournaments, and popular conferences. The papers of these sessions are often published.

There are a large number of medieval studies research centers in Poland; researchers in major centers sometimes also work in minor institutes. Scholars from the PAN also teach in provincial high schools and publish their scholarly results at

26 The internet site of the Institute of Art of the Polish Academy of Sciences: www.ispan.pl.
27 The internet site of the Institute of Literary Research of the Polish Academy of Sciences is www.ibl.waw.pl.
28 www.mediewistyka.net
30 The Internet site of the Institute of Archaeology and Ethnology of the Polish Academy of Sciences is www.iaepan.edu.pl.
32 Probably the oldest one is the Poznań Society for the Advancement of the Arts and Sciences (Poznańskie Towarzystwo Przyjaciół Nauk, henceforth: PTPN), founded in 1857. Its head now is Prof. Jacek Wiesiołowski, earlier affiliated with IH PAN.
Polish publishing houses. If one wants to find all the literature written in a period in Poland one must travel through the main libraries, because no single library collects everything from other parts of the country. Even the “little” high schools produce excellent scholars who are known throughout Poland. There is now a change of generations; a generation of great historians who started their professional life in the late 1930s or after the Second World War is ending. Aleksander Gieysztor, Wacław Korta, Brygida Kürbis, Bronisław Geremek, Benon Miśkiewicz and Witold Hensel have left us. The present authorities were born in the 1930s; they have mostly retired, but are still active in smaller public or private high schools. The professors active now were born in the 1940s and early 1950s; the generation born in the late 1950s and 1960s is ascending. Many scholars have defended their Habilitationschriften and play important roles in the lives of their schools or research institutes. A new generation of people born in the 1970s is starting their research careers. Most of them have defended their PhD theses and they are the basis of a middle stage of staff. Even people from the early 1980s are starting to make their ways in medieval history.

The period after 1989 was a time of constant reforms (or rather, discussions about reforms). The PAN was and still is perceived as a Communist institution, full of bureaucracy and with a Communist/Soviet way of thinking. This is particularly the opinion of the “radicals” who were generally quiet during Communist rule but now present themselves as the first anti-Communists. After the election in 2005, when Kaczyński’s PiS (Prawo i Sprawiedliwość, Law and Justice, Party) started to govern Poland, discussions about the fate of PAN began anew. The argument was the same: it is a “Soviet institution.” After the new election in October 2007, the liberal PO (Platforma Obywatelska, Citizen’s Platform) took office and changed the argument: PAN must be dissolved because of its economic inefficiency. This is now part of a larger discussion about the future of Polish science. There are projects for a new Bill of Science organization and a Bill of the PAN. Polish humanists regard these projects with bemused curiosity. We read, e.g., that foreign candidates (read: from the USA or English-speaking world) are preferred for the directorial posts of the PAN. The evaluation system according to which the institutes are presently evaluated by the Ministry of Science and Higher Education is also curious. English-language publications in the journals listed by the Philadelphian Journal Citation Reports are preferred. If I publish elsewhere in another journal, but in English, I get a third of the points (10 instead of 30). Someone publishing in one of the basic Polish historical journals, such as Kwartalnik Historyczny (Warsaw), Przegląd
Historyczny (Warsaw), Roczniki Historyczne (Poznań), Studia Źródłoznawcze (Warsaw), Quaestiones Medii Aevi Novae (Warsaw), Slavia Antiqua (Poznań), Studia Historyczne (Cracow) or Zapiski Historyczne (Toruń), can get only 6 points. Monographs in English yield 24 points, in Polish only 12. This system is killing the humanities in Poland. Ministerial officials, who probably represent the experimental, mathematical, and biological sciences, should understand that the humanities and literary disciplines are a part of the national culture. We write mainly for Polish audiences, although we discuss with colleagues from other countries. If we do not popularise our own Polish point of view for Polish and European/world history nobody else will do it. Poland is the center of Polish research and I do not see a reason to change this fact.  

What are the main directions of recent medieval research in Poland? It is hard to answer this question. Due to the great number of research centers, their activity is diverse. Therefore I will concentrate on some of the topics that are nearest to me, such as the celebrations of jubilees, archaeological research in connection with historical work, and source criticism, particularly publications.

Anniversaries are always a reason for intensifying historical research. Several jubilees have been celebrated in recent years. The Millenary of St. Adalbert’s martyrdom in 1997 was the first; several conferences were organized and the papers published. The participants concentrated on each phase of Adalbert/Wojciech’s life, his activity as a bishop in Prague, his journeys to Italy, France, and Hungary, and his tragic mission to Prussia. Many papers were devoted to the posthumous role of the saint in the creation of an independent Polish Church organization and Polish sovereignty. A number of archaeological research reports reconstructed his last journey and the place where he died, as well as a new biography and an anthology of the Polish historiographical texts about Adalbert.

---

33 Projects (in Polish) are on the internet site of the Ministry of Science and Higher Education: www.nauka.gov.pl (click on the words: Reforma nauki).

The question of Emperor Otto III’s pilgrimage to St. Adalbert’s tomb in the year 1000 is strongly connected with this topic. Its millenium was an opportunity to discuss Polish-German or Polish-imperial relationships once more. Such discussions have a long tradition in Polish historiography, where they have been analysed in the context of present politics. A lively historiographical tradition from the nineteenth through the twentieth century has been the interpretation of the constant German Drang nach Osten and the constant Polish defence.\textsuperscript{35} Recently, medieval Germany has been seen as a federation of tribal territories, loosely connected to each other. The emperors had two kinds of politics; one of them, led by Otto III, was the real imperial politic of restoring the Roman Empire. What Poland’s role was in Ottonian political thinking is still under discussion; early Piast Poland was an ally of the German emperors. The meeting in Gniezno resulted, without any doubt, in the creation of a new ecclesiastical center (at the same time when the Hungarian seat was created in Esztergom). Nevertheless, it emphasized the sovereignty of the state and gave the Polish ruler royal rights of the investiture of local bishops. It was the first step toward crowning a Polish ruler, but this did not take place due to the death of Otto III. His successor, the Bavarian Prince Henry, adopted another model of imperial politics, integrating the German territories and attempting political expansion into the neighbouring territories.\textsuperscript{36} There has recently been a


discussion over whether St. Adalbert’s metropolis was originally in Gniezno or in Prague. The German historian Johannes Fried, who does not know Polish, Czech or Hungarian and is therefore unaware of the regional historiography, has questioned all the axioms of Polish historiography on the basis of the *Annales Hildesheimenses*, locating Adalbert’s tomb in Prague. In his answer to Fried, Gerard Labuda has shown that this is not the earliest version of the *Annals*, but a rewritten version from 1065, when the relics of St. Adalbert did lie in Prague, having been stolen by the Bohemian prince, Břetislav I.  

The millenium of the year 1000 was also an opportunity to return to the topic of the origins of Polish statehood, which was a continuation of research from the 1960s, the time of the millenium of the Christianization of Poland. Archaeologists played an important role at these conferences. Their task was facilitated by a great excavation program launched because of the construction of the Yamal gas pipeline and new motorways. Archeologists developed a new method of dendrochronology which makes possible detailed dating of wooden artefacts; this made it possible to develop a more detailed picture of the origins of the Polish state. Two original centers are now distinguished. The older one, a state of the Vistulanians, was centered on Cracow and lay near the powerful states of the ninth and beginning of the tenth century: Great Moravia and Bohemia. The younger one lay in the west-central part of contemporary a state of the Polanians. Their rulers, the Piasts, possibly descended from Giecz,
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unified the eastern part of modern Great Poland (Wielkopolska) and Cuyavia (Kujawy); the western and southern parts were destroyed and rebuilt about 940. This state was created with the main centers in Gniezno, Giecz, Grzybowo, and Poznań. Recent excavations of the palatium and the protective walls have created a better picture of the role of Poznań at the time of Mieszko I. It seems that Poznań might have been the most important center of the Early Polish state, although it was not a capital in the modern sense (this discussion, with a long tradition in Poland, is still ongoing). 40

Research on the origins of Poland and of the Slavic world is connected with this topic. Prof. Karol Modzelewski, in a fundamental monograph about the barbarian world, has reconstructed the mentality of the German and Slavic pagans and shown the revolutionary changes in their conceptions due to the spread of Christianity. 41

The ethnogenesis of the Slavs was current before and after the Second World War, when it was demonstrated that the Slavs (read: Poles) had their own place in Europe, although this discussion seems rather futile now. There are two conflicting points of view: the neoautochtonic one (Slavs originated in the territories between the Oder and Vistula) and the allochtonic one (Slavs came to Poland from Ukraine), a point of view represented by the Cracow archaeologists. The discussion is full of personal invective and attacks; it no longer resembles a research discussion. 42


42 For a synthesis of the topic in English see Zbigniew Gołąb, The Origins of the Slavs. A Linguist’s View (Columbus, OH: Slavica Publishers, 1992); Polish translation: Idem, O pochodzeniu Słowian w świetle faktów językowych, tr. Maria Wojtyła-Świerzowska (Cracow: Universitas, 2004). See also Hanna Popowska-Taborska, Z językowych dziejów Słowiańskich [From the Language History of Slavdom] (Warsaw: Slavistyczny Ośrodek Wydawniczy, 2004), esp. part 2: Z historii badań i polemik nad etnogenezą Słowian [From the History of the Critique and Polemics on the Ethnogenesis of the Slavs], 217-330. The allochtonic theory was created by the Cracow archaeologist, Kazimierz Godłowski, see his posthumous collection of studies: Kazimierz Godłowski, Pierwotne siedziby Słowian [Original Seats of the Slavs], ed. Michal Parczewski (Cracow: Instytut Archeologii Uniwersytetu Jagiellońskiego, 2000), and is continued by the representatives of the Cracow center; see Magdalena Maćynska, “O etnogenezie Słowian” [On the Ethnogenesis of the Slavs] in Polska na przełomie I i II tysiąclecia, 15-26, esp. 22-23, for an attack on Witold Mańczak and
Therefore, recently, Prof. Przemysław Urbańczyk has edited several studies by foreign historians which introduce a new point of view on ethnogenesis. Urbańczyk recently edited a book which deconstructs everything that is known about the origins of Poland. He questions, for example, the existence of tribes among the Slavs. Urbańczyk is working on a synthesis using cultural anthropology to make his theories understandable for both historians and archaeologists.

There is a debate concerning the narrative sources of Polish history. Two volumes, containing the text of Master Vincent Kadłubek's text (a result of more than fifty years of work by Prof. Marian Plezia) and the *Annales Sancti Crucis*, have been published in a new series of Monumenta Poloniae historica (henceforth: MPH s. n.). It is hoped that a new edition of the younger Cracow annals will be (or is being) prepared by Dr. Wojciech Drelicharz, who has written a brilliant monograph on this topic. The new Polish translation of the *Vita Sancti Adalberti* has been published as well as a bilingual edition of the *Vita Sancti Zoerardi* and *Benedicti*, which pertains to Hungarian hagiography.

The following are the bibliographic references to the sources mentioned in the text:

the early Hungarian chronicle, *Gesta Hungarorum*, has also been published, as well as the oldest Teutonic chronicle of Master Peter of Dusburg. There is a new discussion about Gallus Anonymus; Prof. Tomasz Jasiński has revived the old hypothesis about the Venetian origin of a chronicler and links him to Dalmatia. A Hungarian historian, Dániel Bagi, opposes this idea. Bagi has recently published a study, first in Hungarian and then in Polish, of Gallus’ *Chronicle* as a source for Hungarian history, showing that the chronicler knew the *Gesta Ungarorum* written at the court of Coloman the Learned. The first English translation of this narrative was recently published by the CEU Press. The PAN Institute of Literary Research organized a session on Vincent Kadłubek which continued the discussion on the chronicler from the 1970s and 1980s. There have also been studies on the *Great Polish Chronicle* questioning its thirteenth-century origin and on the Hungarian-

---


Polish Chronicle, which has also been translated into Polish.\textsuperscript{52} One must mention multi-volume editorial series of Polish documents preserved in the archives of the former Hungarian Kingdom \textsuperscript{53} as well as the continuation, after almost a century, of the Diplomatic Code of Great Poland.\textsuperscript{54} Cracow University books from the fifteenth century have been printed.\textsuperscript{55} The Poznań center of the Institute for Slavonic
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\textsuperscript{53} Dokumenty polskie z archiwów dawnego Królestwa Węgier. Documenta ad res Poloniae pertinentia, quae in archivis veteris Regni Hungariae asservantur, vol. 1 (do 1450 r. – usque ad a. 1450), ed. Stanisław A. Sroka (Cracow: Societas Vistulana, 1998); vol. 2 (dokumenty z lat 1451-1480 – documenta ex annis 1451-1480) (Cracow: Societas Vistulana, 2000); vol. 3 (dokumenty z lat – documenta ex annis 1481-1500) (Cracow: Societas Vistulana, 2003); vol. 4 (dokumenty z lat – documenta ex annis 1501-1520) (Cracow: Societas Vistulana, 2006).


\textsuperscript{55} Księga promocji Wydziału Sztuk Uniwersytetu Krakowskiego z XV wieku [The Book of Promotions of Cracow University from the Fifteenth Century], ed. Antoni Gąsiorowski with Tomasz Jurek, Izabela Skierska, Wincenty Śwoboda (Cracow: Societas Vistulana, 2000); Metryka Uniwersytetu Krakowskiego z lat
Studies publish a series of excerpts from narrative sources which are unknown to Polish historians in the original languages with a Polish translation and extensive commentaries. The purpose of this series is to give Polish scholars an instrument for further research.  

Polish medievalists are active. Instead of financial and organization problems, Polish researchers discuss topics from the history of Poland and Europe (we have never forgotten that we are a part of the Western cultural zone). One can observe a change in the generations in last few years. The second characteristic feature of the most recent period is the creation of several new high schools where famous pensioned historians often work. Even the smallest schools try to create their own research milieu and attract authorities. The former High Pedagogical School in Słupsk, now called the Pomeranian Academy (see n. 23 above), can serve as an example; it used to be one of the worst high schools in Poland and regularly occupied the lowest places in the rankings. But now Prof. Jerzy Hauziński is there, a famous specialist in medieval Islamic civilization, and Dr. Jarosław Sochacki, who edited Wipo’s biography of the Emperor Konrad in Polish and the Latin original. A detailed analysis of Polish medieval studies must take local centers into consideration besides the well known centers. The richness of “production” needs more systematic studies and more detailed presentation than has been made above. I hope, nevertheless, that even such particular remarks will give you the image of medieval studies in Poland in recent years.


57 Wipon, Chwalebne czyny cesarza Konrada II. Gesta Chuonradi II imperatoris [In Praise of King Konrad II], ed. Jarosław Sochacki and Ewa Milkamanowicz (Cracow: Universitas, 2005). Unfortunately, this edition has no index.